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verness; Mr William C. Young, E lg in ; and Dr 
Cramond, Cullen. 

The company then proceeded to the ruins of 
the Cathedral, where they were received by the 
caretaker, Mr Pozzi, and conducted over the 
buildings. One of the visitors, Dr Alexander 

Ross, Inverness, explained the architectural 
features of the Cathedral t o the company. 
Afterwards, by special permission of the Marquis 
of Bute, the beautiful Greyfriars Church and 
Monastery, restored by the late Marquis of 
Bute, were examined. 

Later the company returned t o t he Museum, 
where a number of papers on scientific subjects 
were read. Colonel Johnston was in the chair. 

The following interesting paper was contri-
buted by Mr John Milne, LL.D., Aberdeen: — 

WATER IN T H E ATMOSPHERE. 
All the water on the earth was once in the air, 

and there is still much water in the atmosphere. 
Water is made of two gases, oxygen and hy-
drogen. Both of these were once abundant in 
the atmosphere, and oxygen still forms a large 
part of it, but all the hydrogen has gone t o form 
water When, an electric spark is passed through 
a mixture of oxygen and hydrogen they unite 
and form water. Now, a flash of lightning is 
the light produced by the quick passing of elec-
tricity through the air, and so long as there 
remained any free hydrogen in the air some 
water was produced in every thunder-storm. 
But it is not with the making of water in the 
air, but with water after it is made, tha t I have 
to do. Water exists on the earth and in the 
air in three states—solid, liquid, and gaseous. 
I n the solid state we call it ice if i t is a hard, 
dry, compact substance; when it is in the form 
of small crystalls of ice in loose coherence, we 
call it snow, but snow can be converted into ice 
by pressing the crystals firmly together. In the 
form of dew, rain, springs, rivers, and the ocean 
we have water in the liquid state with its par-
ticles coherent in masses great or small; but 
in the liquid state it is seen also in small 
particles moving about in the air in the forms of 
quiet mist, drifting fog, condensed steam, or 
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fleecy clouds above our heads in the sky. All 
these aerial forms, however, are nothing more 
nor less than water in the liquid form in finely 
divided particles, and when they come into close 
contact with one another they join and form 
ordinary water, just as particles of snow hard 
pressed together make ice. In the gaseous 
state water is transparent and cannot be seen, 
but it must be in finely divided, self-repellent 
particles, just as air is, for water in the gaseous 
state and air intermingle without displacing one 
another. 

I shall now proceed to show, first, under what 
circumstances water most readily enters into 
the air, how it behaves so long as it remains 
in the invisible state; and, second, the circum-
stances under which it becomes visible, how it 
behaves then, and what forms it assumes in the 
air. I t is in the wonderful variety of these 
forms and the incessant changes which they 
present to those who study Nature out of doors 
that I find any justification for treating of this 
subject at a meeting of Field Clubs. The 
quantity of water that the air can. receive de-
pends upon its temperature. In India the 
annual rainfall is said to reach 360 inches in 
some spots; in the north-east of Scotland it 
usually ranges from 24 to 30 inches. In the 
extreme north of Greenland the fall of snow or 
rain is so slight that the glaciers of the north-
west come to a standstill and waste away with-
out gaining the sea. The rate at "which water 
is taken up by the air depends on the tempera-
ture of the air and the amount of water which 
it already contains, still more upon the tempera-
ture of the surface giving off the water, and 
most of all upon the friction between the re-
cipient air and the evaporating water. When 
the air is nearly saturated i t takes in more 
water with difficulty, especially if it is cold and 
calm. Wet clothes hung up outside in a quiet, 
cold, damp day hardly dry at all; but if the 
sun shine out or a breeze spring up they soon 
dry. A road through a wood usually remains 
wet all winter, because when a shower falls the 
quiet cold air does not readily take it up, but 
out of the wood where the wind blows the road 
soon becomes dry. In Switzerland there are 
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some waterfalls where you may usually see a 
large volume of water falling; a g rea t number 
of f e e t ; bu t on some days, wnen t h e air is dry 
and warm, t h e great friction of the fal l ing water 
o r t h e air causes so much evaporat ion t h a t the 
water is all dried up, and you can stand where 
the water usually falls wi thout gett ing wet. 
W h e n a horse in a gig runs along the road t h e 
fr ict ion of t h e air on his ha i r dries up his sweat 
as fas t as i t is p r o d u c e d ; bu t if he stop runn ing 
and stand still he may then grow wet though 
t h e perspirat ion is no t increased. T h e passage 
of a current of electricity th rough a slender 
wire or th rough a bad conductor is a t t ended by 
t h e production of heat , and in towns this some-
t imes leads to an explosion of leaking gas in 
t h e streets. Danger f rom this cause is indi-
cated when rain rapidly dries up round the foot 
of an electric lamp-post . I n t h e Arc t ic regions 
Captain Scoresby found t h a t a block of ice 
evaporated in a windy day wi thout d ropp ing or 
becoming wet. 

W a t e r in t h e gaseous state is called vapour . 
I t behaves exactly as a gas. I t is elastic under 
pressure and its elasticity is increased by heat-
ing it. W h e n vapour is produced by boil ing 
water it is called s t e a m ; bu t it differs in no 
way f rom ordinary water vapour except in its 
temperature and greater elasticity under pres-
sure. Vapour is only half the weight of air a t 
the same tempera ture , and therefore , though 
Some vapour readily intermingles wi th t h e air 

which it enters, wherever the re is a cont inuous 
formation of vapour it must steadily rise u p 
through the air. A t first we cannot see it be-
cause it is t r ansparen t and invisible, b u t i t does 
no t rise ad infinitum. T h e the rmomete r falls 
as t h e height above the ear th increases because 
the air is th inner . The upward progress of t h e 
vapour is arrested as soon as i t reaches a he igh t 
where the t empera tu re is too low for so much 
vapour. T h e consequence is t h a t p a r t of it 
changes into the liquid state, and becomes visible. 
The remainder , however, continues t o rise ; bu t , 
as it ascends into th inner , colder air, more water 
passes out of the vapourous invisible in to the 
liquid visible state. This process goes on till all 
the vapour is condensed, giving rise to the for-
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mat ion of a deep layer of cloud. I t was a t one 
t ime believed t h a t a cloud was composed of 
vesicles or hollow shells of water which were 
l ighter t h a n a i r ; bu t now it is known, tha t a 
cloud is composed of globules of water heavier 
t h a n air, and having a tendency t o draw to-
gether . As soon as they are formed they begin 
t o fall, bu t they may no t reach the ground. 
A s they come down they enter denser and 
warmer air, and they may again b e converted 
in to light, invisible, self-repellent vapour, and 
begin t o rise and diffuse themselves through 
t h e air. Usually, though a cloud not driven 
about by wind may reta in its position and size, 
i t is undergoing a change of its particles, re-
ceiving new additions of visible particles at one 
side or a t the top , and losing others a t the 
opposi te side or a t its lowest part . I t will help 
to explain the rapid changes in the amount and 
appearances of clouds in the sky if we remember 
the essential differences between vapour in the 
invisible s tate and t h e particles of a cloud. The 
fo rmer are l ight, self-repellent, constantly rising 
and d i f fus ing; the lat ter are heavy, self-
attractive, constantly falling and drawing to-
gether . Ra in is usually the result of a current 
of cold air mingling with another moving in 
another direction, and containing much invisible 
vapour because it is warm. The cold air con-
denses t h e v a p o u r ; the particles begin to fall, 
slowly at first, because they are very small ; 
by mutual at t ract ion and the force of t h e wind 
t h e y uni te and grow larger and fall faster and 
reach the ground. Sometimes drops of rain 
dry u p without reaching the ground, and this 
gives rise to a peculiar appearance in the sky. 
Large drops fall first. This causes great friction 
o n the air, and p a r t of the d rop is evaporated. 
B u t in evaporat ion hea t becomes latent, the 
drop grows colder, the air through which it 
rushes also grows colder, the evaporated vapour 
is condensed and becomes visible, and, as it 
has, a t first a t least, the same ra te of speed as 
its pa ren t drop, we see in the sky long lines 
of condensed moisture streaming down f rom a 
dark cloud to the ground. This phenomenon 
is produced at the edge of a shower when the 
drops are large and far apart . People who see 
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it usually think they are seeing a shower falling ; 
really they see moisture left behind by a shower 
which has just fallen. Very soon currents of 
wind begin to bend the straight lines and diffuse 
them through the air ; the moisture passes again 
into the vapourous invisible state, and the 
shower is over. Hailstones are produced in 
different ways. One way seems to be the most 
usual. In, winter when the air is cold the 
temperature of the drops of rain in a shower is 
not much above the freezing point, and the cold 
produced by the evaporation resulting from the 
friction of the drops against the air is sufficient 
to bring the temperature of the drops below 32 
degrees Fahrenheit. Hail usually falls when 
the wind is from the cold north-east. In some 
instances there is a steady condensation of 
vapour in the air, and yet no rain falls. The 
Jungfrau, one of the Bernese Apls, is a lofty 
mountain with a sharp - pointed, snow - covered 
top. When a warm south wind off the Mediter-
ranean strikes the summit the vapour in the 
wind is condensed, and passing round extends 
as a long white stream on the lee side. I t may 
remain for a whole day in the same position 
and of the same shape and size, yet every 
particle of it is constantly in motion, moving 
away from the mountain to the point of t he 
streamer, where by mixing with the uncooled 
air the particles again assume the invisible 
vapourous form. Views of the Victoria Falls on 
the Zambesi show a cloud above the Falls, and 
travellers know by this cloud that they are 
approaching the Falls long before they hear the 
noise of the falling waters. In our own country 
we see something of this sort. Frequently a 
bank of cloud is seen stationary above the shore 
of the sea, neither rising nor falling and not 
extending far out to sea nor far inland. I t 
originates in the water evaporated from shore 
wavps running up on the land and down again, 
or dashing upon rocks and casting spray into 
the air. The vapour rises invisibly through the 
air, spreading out as it ascends. By and by it 
reaches a stratum of cold air in gentle motion. 
Now it is condensed and becomes invisible, but 
when it is carried away from the shore, either 
seaward or landward, and mingled with drier 
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air, it again becomes invisible vapour. On 
some days clouds may be seen along the courses 
of rivers there being a steady production of 
vapour by the friction of the running water 
upon the air above it. As the clouds move off 
the courses of the rivers the vapour which had 
been condensed by rising up into cold air again 
returns t o the invisible state. More vapour 
enters the air at a rocky shore that at a sandy 
beach. When there is a gentle wind off the 
Moray Firth we in Aberdeenshire see passing 
over our heads lines of white clouds with alter-
nating bands of blue sky. The cloud, I usually 
think, is produced where the shore is rocky, and 
the blue sky I regard as an indication that where 
the wind crossed the shore there was a gently 
sloping beach. 

The formation of mist on the evening of a 
fine calm summer day very clearly proves that 
small particles of condensed moisture are heavier 
than air, and fall pretty fast. When the sun 
shines the air is warm and the vapour mixed 
with i t is also warm and invisible, even though 
there may bo a large quantity of it. At sunset 
the air begins to cool, and this is followed by 
condensation of vapour. Every cubic foot may 
have to let go a particle which becomes heavier 
and begins to fall. The particles are really 
visible, but they are so small and so far apart 
that they are not readily seen in their desecnt, 
but when they reach the ground they ran along 
it and accumulate in furrows and hollows and 
become visible as blue mist. As the air cools 
down, more and more vapour is condensed, and 
in valleys where there is no wind to carry it 
away it may accumulate to a great depth, the 
striking feature of the accumulation being the 
perfectly horizontal upper surface of the mist 
as seen from a height overlooking the valley. 
This uniformity of level is due to the weight of 
the particles of the mist. The particles in con-
tact with the ground wet it and grass growing 
upon it just as rain does. I t would be a mis-
take to assume tha t because a valley is filled 
with mist after sunset it must be a damp un-
healthy place, for the mist fell out of the air 
above it, some from a great height as well as 
from lower levels. London is famous for its 
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fogs, though they are not so frequent as they 
once were when the warm sewage of the city 
entered the river, and it was double its present 
width. There the evaporation from the surface 
of the broad warm river was great. Even yet 
much water is thrown into the air f rom the 
lungs of 5,000,000 inhabitants, and the com-
bustion of the fuel used in cooking food, warm-
ing houses, and manufacturing goods. I t may 
be interjected here that all the hydrogen in coal 
becomes water when it combines with oxygen 
in the process of burning. When there is wind 
to carry away all this vapour as fast as i t is 
produced, or when there is a bright sun to warm 
the air and the vapour, there is no danger of 
f o g ; but when there is little or no wind and 
the sun is hidden by passing clouds high in the 
air, then the temperature instantly falls, some 
vapour is condensed and begins to fall. This 
keeps the higher parts of the city clear of con-
densed vapour, but it accumulates in the lower, 
gradually becoming a deeper and a denser layer, 
so that it excludes the light of the sun. j u s t 
as with mist at evening in a valley, the surface 
of the layer of fog is very uniform if there is 
no wind, and in some lofty buildings gas may 
be required to light the lower stories while the 
upper may project above the fog and need no 
artificial light. 

Fog s are sometimes seen in motion. This 
usually happens when a very slight wind is 
blowing off the sea towards the land when the 
air is cold. The wind from the sea is moisture-
laden, but its moisture is still in the invisible 
vapourous state. On reaching the land it is 
thrown up a hundred feet or more where the 
air is thinner and colder and not able to carry 
so much vapour in the invisible form. Then 
part of it is condensed and becomes visible. As 
long as the wind comes in from the "sea the fog 
lasts, but i t may not extend far inland, because 
there the uncondensed vapour is rising up and 
the condensed is mingled with a drier air, and 
returns to the invisible vapourous state. On the 
other hand, in some days a wind from the sea 
may carry all its moisture as invisible vapour 
for many miles inland till i t strikes on lofty 
mountains and is thrown up so far that the 
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vapour becomes condensed, and then the sum-
mits are enveloped in dense fog passing rapidly 
over them, and disappearing again when the 
particles of water in the fog sink down into a 
warm valley. Fogs are frequent on the summits 
of Ben Machdhui and the neighbouring high 
mountains when the wind blows off the Moray 
F i r t h in autumn. 

The t ime limit will allow one more pheno-
menon to be described. In spring, when the 
air is still cold but a bright sun has warmed 
the ground, we sometimes see waves of dr if t ing 
fog rising for a few minutes after a shower, 
and then, they disappear till another shower 
falls. Till t he rain fell the air was able to 
carry all its moisture as invisible vapour, but 
the warming of the ground by the sunshine was 
causing i t t o give off a great quanti ty of water. 
The fall of the shower on the warm ground in-
creased the amount of water given off, and 
brought t h e air almost to the saturation point. 
A t the same time the air was cooler by evapora-
t ion from the falling drops of r a i n ; and thus 
both from- the increase of vapour and the lower-
ing of t he temperature of the air par t of the 
vapour became condensed and was seen drift ing 
in waves over t he ground. When the ground 
became cooled by evaporation it gave off less 
moisture, and when the sun shone out t he air 
became warm again and better able to carry 
moisture in the invisible state. Thus the fog 
disappeared till another shower fell. I t is not 
uncommon t o hear those who judge by appear-
ances only to say when such drifting fogs are 
seen tha t the ground is drying very rapidly, 
while the t ru th is tha t i t is drying very slowly. 

Mr J . Fraser, C.E., had a paper as follows on 

T H E S T A N D I N G STONES OF L E W I S . 
The Locality. 

The Island of Lewis, including Harris at the 
south end, is 60 miles long, with an extreme 
breadth of about 28 miles, and an average 
breadth of about 28 miles. If we exclude Harr is 
and a little more of the southern part, by far 
the greater par t of Lewis is covered with peat 
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